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Introduction
Quality improvement projects (QIP) are an integral part 
of implementing change within the NHS and can run 
over long time frames, thus rendering them vulnerable 
to loss of team members [1]. To address this a novel 
approach called ‘Pass the Baton’ could be used which 
involves a QIP being handed over between groups [2]. 

This project aimed to improve the foundation year 
assistantship (FYA) utilising a ‘Pass the Baton’ 
approach. The FYA is a clinical placement undertaken 
by medical students in their final year which aims to 
prepare them for going into foundation training  [3]. 

We created two tools; an FYA pocketbook and ‘Bored on 
the Ward’ (BOTW) – a series of mini-games, to address 
the issues we identified using the QI methodology. 

Qualitative data from students suggested that the FYA 
has more structure with the pocketbook and BOTW. 
Communication was highlighted as a key limitation to 
the ‘Pass the Baton’ approach, and the SBAR for QI tool 
was created as a result.

Methods 
The first group started by creating a cause-and-effect diagram (Fig. 2) and a driver diagram (Fig. 1) 
to understanding the system, in line with NES QI  framework [2]. Once their block was over, the 
project passed onto the incoming students who implemented change ideas utilising Plan, Do, 
Study and Act (PDSA) cycles, including the design of a pocketbook and BOTW – a series of mini-
games, see in Figure 3. 
The project was then handed to the final group who implemented their changes and conducted 
interviews with FYA students to review the perceived success of changes to conclude the project.  

Outcomes
Pocketbook including FYA skills list 
• A survey conducted of FYA students found they rated the 

booklet 5/5 helpful to their FYA experience. 
• The Pocketbook aided them staying on track and achieving the 

learning outcomes attached the FYA block. 
‘Bored on the Ward’
• FYA students thought BOTW would be a useful resource to 

encourage them to stay on the ward 
• FYA students felt reassured that doing simpler ‘activities’ was 

still a good use of their time. 
‘Pass the Baton’ approach to QI 
• Communication was identified as a key limitation which 

inhibited the collection of quantitative data. 
• As a solution we developed a QI SBAR (situation, background, 

assessment and recommendation) tool, based on the medical 
‘SBAR’ handover [4] that would facilitate the handover of key 
information when the project changed groups.

Conclusion 

The pocketbook helped structure the FYA which increased the 
student's confidence and competence going into their foundation 
training . BOTW could increase the time students spend on the 
ward, thus increase their chances of being involved in educational 
situations. The use of ‘Pass the Baton’ approach in QI allowed the 
group to move on but the project to continue. This is particularly 
applicable to medical students and doctors in training who 
regularly rotate to different placements [5].

Figure 1: Driver diagram 
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Figure 2: Cause and Effect diagram

Figure 3: FY1 skills list (left) and BOTW segment (right)
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